Suspended California physician's hearing put on hold

Some say peer review is jeopardized after a hospital revokes a doctor's privileges and keeps delaying an inquiry on the charges.


More than six months after a San Fernando Valley, Calif., obstetrician-gynecologist had his staff privileges immediately suspended, he is still waiting for the hospital to hold a hearing on the charges.

Now Gil N. Mileikowsky, MD, is asking the Court of Appeal of the State of California to help resolve when Tenet HealthSystem is going to provide him the due process to which he's entitled. Dr. Mileikowsky's lawsuit also questions whether the hospital had the right to "summarily suspend" his privileges in the first place.

The harsh suspension -- where a physician's privileges are immediately revoked without warning -- is intended for doctors who are an "imminent danger" to patient health and safety. The charges the hospital has levied against him don't seem to support that, court documents say.

"This is outrageous conduct by the hospital," said neurologist Robert L. Weinmann, MD, president of the Union of American Physicians & Dentists. "What Tenet HealthSystem has done amounts to a call for arms, and physicians ... should take heed of this case and get involved."

UAPD, the AMA and the California Medical Assn. filed briefs supporting Dr. Mileikowsky's right to a quick hearing.

In November 2000, Encino-Tarzana Regional Medical Center executives told Dr. Mileikowsky he no longer had medical staff privileges at the hospital. Dr. Mileikowsky wasn't given prior notice and at the time wasn't given a specific reason for the suspension, according to court documents.

About two weeks later, at an informal interview with the hospital's medical executive committee, he received a list of seven charges. The list contained several items that related to events that happened months earlier and in one case, two years earlier.

After Dr. Mileikowsky made repeated requests for an expedited hearing, the hospital sent him a letter Dec. 22, 2000 that outlined 37 charges with at least one charge dating back 10 years. The letter said the charges would be addressed at an administrative hearing on the Medical Executive Committee's recommendations.

But more than six months after he was suspended, there is still not a date for a hearing, and a panel hasn't been chosen, said Ethan P. Schulman, attorney for Dr. Mileikowsky. The physician had privileges at only one hospital and essentially has been unable to work since the suspension.

"Whatever a reasonable time is, seven months is not a reasonable time," he said.
A Tenet spokesman said it was their policy not to comment on ongoing cases.

**Peer review process jeopardized**

The AMA and CMA say an unfair peer review process jeopardizes the system as a whole.

A fair system is needed to ensure that doctors aren't wrongly removed from hospital medical staffs, said CMA attorney Catherine I. Hanson. "There's got to be a reasonable check," she said.

That's what the medical associations advocate in their brief. "When a medical staff refuses to provide a fair and expedited hearing solely as to whether a summary suspension is justified, the court should intervene to protect the peer review process, to protect physicians and their patients and to determine whether the summary nature of the disciplinary action is warranted."

And in this case, the AMA and CMA also question whether a summary suspension was justified. Suspensions should be used only as a last resort in extreme cases where it's absolutely necessary to protect patients from real and impending harm, said the associations.

"Because of these draconian ramifications, summary suspensions must not be utilized routinely to deal with concerns arising from a physician's medical practice or behavior," the groups said in the brief. "Normal peer review channels with presuspension hearing procedures are tailored to handle these cases appropriately and expeditiously."

According to court documents, the 37 charges against Dr. Mileikowsky don't appear to be anything that put patients in "imminent danger."

Of the charges, only two relate to quality of patient care. In those two cases, the hospital doesn't contend that either patient was harmed, according to court documents.

In October 2000, Dr. Mileikowsky did not follow hospital policy in performing a vacuum extraction delivery. In a November 2000 case, he exhibited "bizarre" behavior during a circumcision, accompanied by a "serious surgical mishap," according to court documents.

Dr. Mileikowsky was able to show that the baby was born healthy without lasting complications and that there weren't any problems with the circumcision, court documents say.

Also, with some of the charges dating back as far as 10 years, attorney Schulman also questions how that can be "imminent" danger.

"The evidence is this is a doctor who offended the management of the hospital, and they decided they didn't like him and wanted to get rid of him," Schulman said. "They aren't right to summarily suspend him."

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:**

**Case at a glance**


**Venue:** Court of Appeal of the State of California, Second Appellate District, Division 4.

**At issue:** Whether physicians who are "summarily suspended" are entitled to a prompt hearing and whether incidents that happened years ago or incidents that have nothing to do with the quality of patient care meet the "imminent danger" standard for summary suspension.

**Potential impact:** A published ruling in favor of Dr. Mileikowsky could set precedent to help ensure physicians get due process.